
A Mobility Solution 
for Healthcare

Versity clinical smartphone 
Empowering caregivers at the point of care

Clinical mobility has rapidly evolved as an essential communication tool 

for care team members.

However, fi nding the right device that can do it all has been di�  cult, 

if not impossible—until now!

Our line of clinical solutions give your sta�  access to the data, teams and 

tools they need to improve patient care and outcomes.

These solutions are built to address your organization’s specifi c mobility 

goals and requirements, combining:

• Best-in-class mobile call quality

• Data security

• Application integration

• Slim, lightweight yet durable design

Versity, a next-generation solution that delivers on every front 

with streamlined workfl ows and secure communications for your 

healthcare facility.

Spectralink’s Versity 
smartphone meets 
your toughest clinical 
requirements without 
compromising style, 
fl exibility or performance.
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FEATURES

Most dependable, highest 

quality Wi-Fi voice connections 

using Spectralink Voice Quality 

Optimization (VQO) technology

Wireless connectivity for 

in-building roaming and LTE for 

outside the building

Uninterrupted 24x7 use with true 

hot-swappable batteries

Fast, accurate integrated 

barcode scanner 

Durable design to resist dust, 

shock and liquid agents

Enterprise-grade security to 

minimize compliance risks 

Unifi ed email, text, voice and web-

based communications across 

your hospital environment

Spectralink Versity helps your clinical teams:

IMPROVE PATIENT CARE

 � Coordinate patient care across a wide array of care team members

 � Gain real-time access to patient information such as vital signs, 

dietary needs, medication information, and pain scores

 � Enable HIPAA-compliant secure text messages when exchanging 

sensitive patient information

INCREASE PATIENT SATISFACTION

 � Update patient information at the point of care, and spend more 

valued time with the patients

 � Respond faster and more e�  ciently to critical alerts

 � Access lab results for faster diagnostics and care

OPTIMIZE WORKFLOWS

 � Get the right information instantly with access to clinical applications 

and systems

 � Improve sta�  visibility and connectivity  

 � Centralize alerts and notifi cations
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About Spectralink
Spectralink delivers secure, cost-e� ective mobile communication solutions that empower 
enterprises to streamline operations, increase their revenues and deliver a positive customer 
experience – each and every time. Since 1990, Spectralink has deployed millions of devices 
worldwide across the retail, healthcare, hospitality and manufacturing sectors – providing 
workers with the industry’s most e�  cient, in-building communications. 

Visit spectralink.com for more information.
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